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Remember this guy? Barry Krisher? Palm Beach County State Attorney during the

Epstein investigation?
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Replying to @LuluLemew @AlanDersh
And what exactly was Krischer referring to when he wrote to the 
line prosecutor about the proposed NPA, “GLAD WE COULD 
GET THIS WORKED OUT FOR REASONS I WONT PUT IN 
WRITING...”?

1,272 1:52 AM - Mar 3, 2019

252 people are talking about this

K. First of all, Krisher was all for prosecuting Epstein until Dershowitz got to him.  

 

Remember: he says to the line prosecutor re: the sweetheart deal “Glad we could get this worked out for

reasons I won’t put in writing”
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Krisher was known for his work helping child victims and the like.  

 

But he also has been accused of sexual assault.
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Krishers former legal secretary first accused him in Oct 1992, filing a sexual harassment lawsuit against

him in the Palm Beach County circuit court. 

 

It was dismissed 

A few months later, she took him to fed court. accusing him of making unwanted advances.

At the time, Krisher was making his first run for the state attorney’s office and called the charges

politically motivated.

The second lawsuit had also been dismissed—only after Krischer’s former law firm agreed to pay his

accuser’s attorney seven thousand dollars in legal fees.
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Apparently both Chief Reiter and Det Recarey began suspecting something wasn’t right about Krisher’s

handling of Epstein ‘s case.  

 

Reiter suggested he recuse from the Epstein case.
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Chief Reiter first told KRISHER about the EPSTEIN case after realizing there were multiple

victims/Epstein was well-known bc he’d known KRISHER to be a victim advocate & to protect children’s

rights.  

 

KRISHER even wrote a portion of the statute that addresses those issues.
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When Reiter originally told KRISHER about EPSTEIN, he said, 

“Let’s go for it; this is an adult male in his 50s who’s had sexual contact w children of the ages of the

victims.”  

 

...somebody who we have to stop.  

 

There were multiple victims who detectives found believable.
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But then things got weird.  
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Epstein became aware of the investigation and dispatched DERSHOWITZ who first contacted the state

attorneys office, and suddenly KRISHER’s demeanor did a 180.
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At one point, KRISHER suggested they write Epstein a notice to appear, which would be for a

MISDEMEANOR. 

 

KRISHER completely changed ...after finding out who the suspect was & after Dershowitz contacted his

office.  

“I just thought that very unusual.” Reiter said in a deposition.
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KRISHER did not recuse.  

 

Then, May 3, Recarey received a call from assistant state attorney Daliah Weiss, who advised him that

she had been taken off the Epstein case.

Weiss had been the perfect person to prosecute Epstein. As a member of the special victims unit, she

focused on sex crimes and crimes against children, prosecuting high-profile cases involving rape,

aggravated child abuse, and neglect.

Weiss was taken off the case right after EPSTEIN hired Jack GOLDBERGER.  

 

Why? 

GOLDBERGER was friends with KRISHER. 

Weiss was married to GOLDBERGER’s associate.
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May 12, 2006 

Det Recarey meets w FLASA BELOHLAVEK who tells him KRISHER again asked her to take EPSTEIN

case to a grand jury (which is unusual) 

 

Recarey asks her again to issue warrants. She declines saying she’s waiting on response from EPSTEIN’s

new lawyer (GOLDBERGER)
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In the meantime, Epstein’s goons are tailing and harassing his teenaged victim and her family...including
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vandalizing their car.
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June 29, 2006 

Belohlavek tells Det Recarey despite his opposition, the Epstein case would be going to a grand jury.  

 

...which was strange considering as of 2.5wks prior, one of the victims “Mary”, still hadn’t heard from

KRISHER’s office.
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July 28, 2006 

“Mary”, who’d had a rough time emotionally and otherwise since meeting Epstein, was brought in front

of the grand jury. 

 

▪ She hadn’t been briefed by the state attorney 

▪ she hadn’t met the prosecutors 

▪ she had no idea what she would be asked

They treated Epstein’s teenage victim like a criminal. 

 

“The PROSECUTOR produced a printout of our daughter’s Myspace page,” Mary’s father recalls. “ 

 

Mary was stunned. She began to cry. 

 

Keep in mind MARY IS THE VICTIM.

Mary’s parents felt their daughter had walked into an ambush. Everyone in the courtroom seemed to be

playing defense on the side of Epstein. And as for the another girl—Alison, who claimed that she had

been raped—she never testified in court at all.

LETS REVIEW 

 

Barry KRISHER� 

▪ Palm Beach Cty State Atty 
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▪ known prior to Epstein case as a child victim rights advocate, even helping to author statutes dealing

with such crimes 

▪ upon hearing of the case early on from Chief Reiter, is all for getting Epstein.

But KRISHER may have skeletons. 

 

Oct 1992: 

▪ He allegedly violently gropes his secretary.  

▪ She refuses his advances 

▪ He fires her 

▪ She files a sexual harassment lawsuit in the PB Cty circuit court 

▪ It’s dismissed

0:00 / 0:04

+/-late 1992/early 1993 

 

▪ KRISHER’s fmr legal sec sues in fed court 

 

▪ In the midst of running for state atty, he calls it politically motivated 

 

▪ The case is dismissed but only after KRISHER’s fmr law firm pays her attorney’s legal fees. 🤨

▪ KRISHER’s demeanor w Reiter & Recarey changes after Epstein dispatches Dershowitz to speak with

him 

▪ suddenly stops taking calls 

▪  drastically changes course of action 

▪  tries to get Epstein on the lightest penalty poss 

▪  KRISHER knows Epstein atty Goldberger

Sept 21, 2007 

In an email Krisher tells the line prosecutor he’s glad they could work out the (plea) deal, “for reasons I

won’t put in writing”
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Gee. I wonder what happened.
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That quote from the crime victims rights suit has bugged me since I first saw it. I started re-reading Filthy

Rich and realized there was a whole chapter dedicated to Krisher.

I have been rightfully reprimanded for misspelling his name 569 times.  

 

KRISCHER*
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julie k. brown
@jkbjournalist

From the Only in Fla Dept — This is the state prosecutor who 
helped Jeffrey Epstein escape federal Sex trafficking charges. 
Barry Krischer, now retired, has a humanitarian award named 
after him — only in Florida. From the @pbpost whose readers 
sent me this.

426 5:45 PM - Mar 24, 2019

324 people are talking about this

Chief Reiter recalls being present at ACOSTA’S SoFL swearing-in ceremony & remembers Acosta’s

declaration that one of his goals would be... 

 

the prosecution, to the fullest extent of the law, of anyone who takes advantage of the weak—

ESPECIALLY PERPETRATORS of SEX CRIMES.

Acosta had worked under Ken Starr at Starr’s high-powered multinational law firm, Kirkland & Ellis.

Chief Reiter said that he had 

⚠several ppl in Palm Beach who basically told him he didn’t need to investigate EPSTEIN like he did.  

 

⚠One, a prominent politician visited him a couple times, calling Epstein’s case “minor” and suggesting

the victims should not be believed.
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The prominent Palm Beach politician who called Epstein’s crimes minor & pressured the police chief

about how he handled Epstein’s case was someone the chief worked with in his official capacity.
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Epstein should have been sentenced to life. His case was not handled how other Fl predators’ cases were.
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In addn to Dersh, Starr, Lefkowitz, etc., Epstein hired “prosecutors who had formerly worked in ...the

Child Exploitation and Obscenity Section of the Justice Department.”

Might as well add this here... 

So Epstein was introduced to Les Wexner (Victoria’s Secret) by... 

Robert Meister, the vice chairman of AON Insurance Brokerage.  

 

Aon is the insurance co Trump Org uses that was just subpoenaed by the NY Dept of Financial Services
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Robert Meister’s (Aon vice chair) wife Wendy was suspiciously Epstein from the start. She called him ‘the

virus’.
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Epstein and Maxwell also got girls for Epstein’s friends & acquaintances. ...so that they would “owe him” 

they would “be in his pocket” 

To “have something on them”  

 

...Epstein thought he could get leniency if ... caught doing anything illegal, or ... escape trouble altogether.
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Epstein and Maxwell told Virginia that they wanted her to produce information for them in addition to

performing sex on the men.  

 

They told her to pay attention to the details about what the men wanted, so she could report back to

them.
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Ffs suspiciously you stupid phone. Now  is going to get mad at my spelling@UNSEATpac

“[Epstein] let me know that he knew many people in high places. Speaking about himself, he said “I can

get away” with things.”
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